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Let R be a commutative ring with unity, F a free finitely generated R- 
module. The problem studied in this paper is: when is a p-vector U in AP F 
completely reducible, i.e., of the form zll,, 0.. ,,vz, for vi in F? When R is a 
field, classical necessary and sufficient conditions for the complete reducibility 
of U are given by the Plucker conditions, which are quadratic equations in 
the coordinates of U. The main result of this paper is that the Plucker 
equations still furnish necessary and sufficient conditions when R is a poly- 
nomial ring in < 2 variables over a field, or, more generally, when R is a 
Dedekind domain or a polynomial ring in one variable over a Dedekind 
domain; also, when R is a regular local ring of dimension < 2. (Theorems 1.1 
and 1.2) Theorem 2.4 shows the global dimension 2 in these results is best 
possible. 
These results are consequences of a special case (Proposition 1.3) of 
Theorem 2.2, which asserts that under very mild assumptions on R (true 
whenever R is a domain) a p-vector U over a finitely generated free R-module 
F is completely reducible if U satisfies the Plucker conditions and 
Ul={f in Fj U,f=O} 
is a free R-module. 
In Gauss’ Disquisitiones Arithmeticae the special case of Theorem 2.1 
is proved in which R is the ring 2 of integers and U is in /12.Za or /ls24 
(Arts. 236 and 279). Hermite generalized to the case when U is in /lnZnfl [-$I 
and H. J. S. Smith proved for all p, n that a U in /lpZ” satisfying the Plucker 
conditions is completely reducible ([21], Art. 8). Lissner [5, 6, 71 generalized 
Hermite’s results; he proved that if R is a Dedekind domain, or a polynomial 
ring in one variable over a PID, and if U E AnRn+l (such a U automatically 
satisfies the Plucker conditions) then U is completely reducible. All these 
results are special cases of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 in this paper. Griibner has 
proved a related result in [3], pp. 204-205. We may also mention some work 
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of Eagon [I] and Northcott [I] extending work of Macauley in which they 
study properties of the ideal generated by the p x p sub-determinants of 
a p x n matrix. Their work is related to the problem studied in the present 
paper in the following manner: I f  we consider the rows of a p x n matrix over 
the ring R as being vectors in the free R-module R”, say ri ,..., rp , then the 
completely reducible p-vector rifi *.. *rg in APR” has coordinates which are 
the p x p subdeterminants of this matrix, and the Eagon-Northcott- 
Macauley results give conditions which must be satisfied by the ideal gene- 
ated by these coordinates of yi,, *.. ,J, . These results may be viewed as 
necessary conditions for the complete reducibility of a p-vector U in A”Rn, in 
terms of conditions which must be satisfied by the ideal 1( U) generated by the 
coordinates of U (cf. Definition 1 in the next section) in order that U be of 
the form 
1 
In the following, “ring” will mean “commutative ring with unity.” Let R 
be a ring, F an R-module free on fi ,..., fn . We say an element U in ApF is 
completely reducible if there exist ui ,..., uQ in F with 
u = 211” -** *u, 
Any U in APF may be written in the form 
u = C W(l),..., i(P))fhk .a- -f ih4 (1) 
(the sum being taken over the range 1 < i(1) < **a < i(p) < n); let us 
define U(i(l),..., i(p)) by skew-symmetry when i(l),..., i(p) are not in 
increasing order. A necessary condition for U to be completely reducible is 
given by the Plucker conditions: 
for all ii ,..., iDel , j, , jl ,..., jS between 1 and 12. (This assertion amounts to 
a polynomial identity, with integral coefficients, in the coordinates of 
u1 ,..., up where U = ulA .** A,, and since this identity is known to hold for 
fields, it holds for all rings). 
DEFINITION. We define I(U) to be the ideal generated by all coordinates 
U(i, ,..., i,) of U; this clearly does not depend on the choice of free basis for F. 
I f  I(U) = R, we say U is z&modular. 
We may express the Plucker conditions in another form, as follows. 
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F* = Hom,(F, R) is free on e, ,..., e, where ei(fj) = Sij . Every e in F* 
induces a map ,e : APF -+ Ai’-IF defined by 
(vl* .** &V ,),e = $J (-l)“-‘(vr- ... ,8,, .*. -v9) e(v,) 
s=O 
For U in APF we now define P(U) in AD-IF OR ApflF by 
P(U) = E ( UAei) 0 (U-f,) 
i=l 
A simple calculation shows that P(U) . IS independent of the choice of free 
basis {f, ,..., fn} forF, and that the Plucker conditions just assert that P(U) =O. 
Thus, the Plucker conditions are independent of the choice of free basis for F. 
DEFINITION 2. If  U E APF, we define U-’ to be the submodule of F 
consisting of all f in F with U,f = 0. 
PROPOSITION 1.1 If R is a Jield, F a finite-dimensional vector space over 
R, U E APF, then U is completely reducible if and only $-P(U) = 0. If U # 0, 
P(U) = 0 then lJ1 has dimension p over R, and ;f v1 ,..., vi, are a basis for U-’ 
over R then for some r in R, 
Proof. See [I2], Chapt. 1, Sect. 7. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let R be a ring, S its full ring of quotients. Let F be a 
finitely generated free R-module, U a nonzero p-vector in ApF. Let IJl be 
free over R on v1 ,..., vlD . If, for some r in S, 
U = rvlA .*a ,v, 
(identifying U with U @ 1, we interpret this equation as holding in APF OR S) 
then in fact r E R. 
Proof. Suppose there exist rr , r2 in R with ra a nonzero divisor such that 
r,U = rlvul” ... AvD. We are done if we show r2 divides rl in R; suppose not. 
Let 
4 : R + RIr,R, & : F -+ FIr,F, Cz : APF + AP(F/r,F) 
denote the natural maps; then +(rl) # 0. Let F be free over R on fi ,..., fn 
vi = i ai,fj (1 <i GP) 
j=l 
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The equation 
idly ... -d1(4 = 4@2) MU) = 0 
shows that +(~i) times every p x p subdeterminant of 11 +(~)li equals 0. 
Hence ([8], Theorem 5.1, pp. 159) there exist t, ,..., t, in R such that not all 
+(ti) are 0 and CL1 $(ti) $(Q) = 0. Then 
so 3 v  in F with rzv = C tivi . Since all vi lie in u-L and r2 is a nonzero 
divisor, v  E U’-. Hence 3 a, ,..., a, in R with v  = C aifi . Then 
rzv = 1 r,aif i = C &vi 
whence ti = rZai ; +(tJ = 0 for 1 < i < p, a contradiction, 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let R be a domain, F a J;nitely generated free R-module, 
U a nonzero element of APF satisfying the Plucker conditions P(U) = 0. If u-L 
is R-free on vI ,..., v,, then U is completely reducible, and 3 r in R with 
u = rvlA ... hV2). 
Proof. Let K be the quotient field of R. We may assume F is Rn, the 
R-module of n-tuples of elements of R. Then U may also be regarded as an 
element of Kfi; to avoid ambiguity, we write 
U’-=(UL)R ={f in Rnj U..f =O}, ( UL)K = {f in Kn j U,f = 0) 
Since ( U’-)K = KUl, we see by Proposition 1.1 that for some r in K, 
and then by Proposition 1.2 r must lie in R. 
DEFINITION 3. A ring R has the Plucker property if the Plucker conditions 
P(U) = 0 on a p-vector U E ApI; over a finitely generated free R-module F 
imply that U is completely reducible. 
THEOREM 1.1. R has the Plucker property if (1) R is a PID or a polynomial 
ring in one variable over a PID, or (2) R is a regular local ring of dimension < 2. 
Proof. Let F be a finitely generated free R-module, U E APF, P(U) = 0. 
Consider the map F--f ApflF, u + U,u. Since this map has kernel W, and 
horn dim R < 2, u-L is projective over R, which under the hypotheses stated 
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implies V- is free over R (cf. [IO]). The result now follows from 
Proposition 1.1. 
The same argument proves: 
COROLLARY 1. R has the Plucker property if R is a domain of global 
dimension 2 such that every finitely generated projective R-module is free. 
Proof. We use the same argument, and the fact that a projective sub- 
module of a finitely generated free R-module is finitely generated. 
COROLLARY 2. Let R be a domain such that every projective R-module 
which is a submodule of a finitely generated free R-module is free, (e.g., a quasi- 
local domain). I f  F is a Jinitely generated free R-module, U E APRn, P(U) = 0 
and I(U) = R, then U is completely reducible. 
Proof. The rank of the map F -+ A p+lF, u + U,u is a constant, namely 
n - p, after reduction modulo every maximal ideal M of R (by Prop. 11 and 
the fact that the image of U under the natural map ClpF --+ A~(F/&.?F) is 
nonzero, since I(U) = R). Hence, the kernel of this map, U’-, is a direct 
summand of F. The rest of the proof proceeds as before. 
THEOREM 1.2. If  D is a Dedekind domain then D and D[x] have the 
Plucker property. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the theorem for D[x]. Let R denote D[x] and 
let K be the quotient field of R. Suppose F is a finitely generated free R- 
module, U E A*F, P(U) = 0; we must show U is completely reducible. 
We may assume U # 0, F = Rn. 
By the reasoning used in the proof of Theorem 1.1, U is projective over R. 
In [9], Theorem 1, Corollary 1, it is proved that every projective R-module 
is the direct sum of a free R-module and a module of the form IR with I an 
ideal in D. Thus we may write 
U’=F,@(olR+@?)f 
with F1 R-free, 01 and /3 in D, f  in Kn. Let 
(lJl)e = {v in K”l lJ,v = 0} = KU+ 
then by Proposition 1.1, dim,( Ul), = p, so lJ1 has rank p, and F1 has rank 
p - 1. Suppose F1 is R-free on e, ,..., e,-, ; then ( U1)K has basis e, ,..., eB-i f  
over K, so by Proposition 1.1, 
U = yel, **a Ae,-,Af with y  in K. 
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We are done if we show yf E Rn, since then U is completely reducible: 
u = e,, *** At&A(yf) 
It suffices to prove that for every maximal ideal M in R, yf e (RM)n. 
Case 1. iVl n D # 0. Then iV = M n D is a maximal ideal in D. In 
DN , and a fortiori in RM , the ideal (a, /3) becomes principal, i.e., we have 
aRM+/3RM=c3RM,6~RM 
Now, 
RMUL = (v in (RM)n j U,v = 0} 
is free over RM on e, ,..., en-i , Sf so by Proposition 1.3, 
U = y’e,- ... -e,-,&Sf) with y’ in R, 
Thus, y = y’6. Since ctf and /?f lie in R”, Sf and hence y’8f = yf lie in (RM)n. 
Case 2. M n D = 0. If such a maximal ideal M exists in D[x] then by [2] 
there exists a in D such that D[a-I] is the quotient field of D, i.e., such that 
every nonzero element in D divides some power of a. Then the finitely many 
prime ideals which contain a are all the prime ideals in D, so D is a PID, and 
the result now follows from Theorem 1.1. 
2 
Throughout this section, R will denote a ring, F a finitely generated free 
R-module, and U a nonzero element of AnF which satisfies the Plucker 
conditions P(U) = 0. We assume that p < rank F. The main result of this 
section is Theorem 2.2. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let {fi ,..., fn} be a free basis for F, and suppose 
U = C UW),..., i(P>>fiw ..* dim 
(the sum being taken over the range 1 < i(1) < *.. < i(p) < n). If any of 
the coordinates U(i(l),..., i(p)) is a unit in R, then U is completely reducible, 
and there exists a free basis {g, ,..., g,} for lJ1, which may be extended to a 
free basis {gi ,..., gJ forF, with U = g,, ... -g, . 
Proof. We may suppose U(1,2 ,..., p) is a unit in R. Let 
gi = i U(1 ,..., i - 1,i + I,..., p,j)f,. 
i=l 
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When R is a field, it is proved in [12], Chapt. 1, Sect. 7 that 
a^  *A* -g, = [U(l, 2,...,P)]P u 
and this proof holds for any commutative ring. Thus, U is completely 
reducible. Multiplying U by a suitable unit in R, we may assume that 
U(1,2 ,..., p) = 1, so that V = g,, *** -g,. Because U(1,2 ,..., p) = 1, 
g,, ... Ag,AfD+lA **a -fn = fiA .*a -fn so that {g, ,...,g, ,fp+l ,...,fn} form a 
free basis for F, whence u-L = (g,, ... -g,)’ is free on g, ,..., g, . 
LEMMA 2.1. Let T be a multiplicatively closed subset of R not containing 0. 
Let 
denote the natural maps. Then Q(V) satisjes the Pliicker conditions and 
(@( u))l = $( uL) RT z U’- @R RT . 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose the full ring of quotients of R is Noetheuian. If VA 
is free then its rank is p, and if it if free on vI ,..., v, then for some Y in R, which 
is not an O-divisor in R, 
[Note: Proposition 1.3 is the special case in which R is a domain] 
Proof. Let S be the full ring of quotients of R. Applying Proposition 1.2 
(as in the proof of Proposition 1.3) we see it suffices to prove our theorem for 
the ring S instead of the ring R. With no loss of generality, we now assume 
that R is Noetherian, and every nonzero divisor in R is a unit in R (since S 
has these properties). We shall see that under these additional assumptions 
on R, the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied (with a proper choice of 
free basis for F.) 
We first consider the case that R is a local ring with maximal ideal M, 
which is a prime divisor of (0), and prove by induction on p that there exists 
a free basis (e, ,..., en) for F and such that V = eIA .*a Aep .
For some nonzero r in R, YM = 0; hence, since V1 is free, it is not con- 
tained in MF. Let fi E W, fi 4 IMF, we may extend fi to a free basis ( fi , . . . , fn} 
for F. 
Ifp = 1, then n >, 2 and UAfi = 0 implies U = yfl for some r in R. Now 
U’- = Rfl @ P, where P consists of all Cz atifi such that all yai = 0. Since 
P is projective (hence free) and UP = 0, P = 0, Y is a unit, Vl is free on 
u = yfi, and kfi ,fg ,...,fn> is a free basis for F. If p > 1, let 
V = C VW),..., i(P))fitlb ... Af i(P) 
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(the sum being taken for 1 < i(l) < ... < i(p) < n). Since Uhf1 = 0, 
for i(l) < *** < i(p) we have U(i(l),..., z(p)) = 0 unless i(1) = 1. Let F’ 
be free on f2 ,..., fn and let 
U’ = c w, em..., i(P))fi(zb ... ^ fi(d 
(for 2 <i(2) < *** < z(p) < n). Then 0 + U’ E Ap-lF’, U = fi-U’, 
P(U’) = 0 and since UL = Rfi 0 (u’)‘, (U’)l is projective and hence 
free over R. Thus, we may apply our induction hypothesis to U’, and there 
is a free basis (gs ,..., g,> for ( U’)L which extends to a free basis {gs ,..., g,J 
for F’ such that U’ = g,, *** ^g, , Then {fl , g, ,..., g,> is a free basis for UL, 
{fi Y g2 P.--P sd is a free basis for F, and U = flAg,,, **. ,.g, , which completes 
the induction. 
In the general case, let UL have rank p’ (then p’ < n) and let P, ,..., P, 
be the maximal prime divisors of (0) in R. Since every non-unit in R is a 
O-divisor, and hence in some Pi , R is semi-local with maxima1 ideals P, ,..., Pl . 
Let Ri denote the localization of R with respect to Pi , and let 
$i:F+F@R,, cDi : APF + &‘(F @ Ri) 
R R 
denote the natural maps. We may apply the preceding result to d>i(U) since 
Ri satisfies the hypotheses of the preceding paragraph, F @ Ri is free over 
Ri , (Qi( U))l is R,-free of rank p’ by Lemma 2.1, and finally Qi( U) # 0 
(because otherwise (Qi( U))l would be all of F @ Ri , and so of rank n). Thus, 
p = p’ and there is some free basis g, ,...,g, for F @ R, over Ri such that 
CD,(U) = g,, *** ,%g,. It follows that @J U) $ (P,R,) AP(F OR RJ, and hence 
U $ PJPF, Hence, U, , the image of U under the natural map 
APF + AP(F/P,F) 
is nonzero. Since P( UJ = 0, and F/P,F is a finite-dimensional vector space 
over the field R/P, , it follows by Proposition 1.1 that there exists a basis 
fi,i ,..., fm,i for Fip,F over R/P, such that 
By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, there exist fi ,..., fn in F such that the 
natural map Xi : F -+ F/P,F sends fi into fjFi . 
Claim. {fi ,..., fn> is a free basis for F over R. To see this, let (e, ,..., e,) 
be a free basis for F over R, and let 
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Let (li : R -+ R/P, be the natural map. Since {Ai(f,), Ai( and 
(Ai(el), &(e,)} are both bases for F/P,F over R/P,, it follows that 
A,(det uij) rf 0. Thus, det(aJ does not lie in any Pi , and hence is a unit in R, 
which proves our claim. 
Now suppose 
u = c W(l)>..., i(p))fiw *.- ^fi(d 
(1 <i(l) < ..* < i(p) < n) 
Since Ui = fiiA ... hfpi it follows that 
Ai(U(l, 2,...,p)) = 1 (1 <i<Z) 
so U(l, 2,..., p) lies in Pi , and hence is a unit in R. The complete reducibility 
of U follows by Theorem 2.1. 
The theorem just proved has the following partial converse. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let R be a unique factorization domain; then U is completely 
reducible ifl. V- is R-free. 
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that the coordinates 
U(i(l),..., i(p)) of U defined by 
U = C U(iU)7-., i(P)>fi(dA *” ^fi(s) 
(1 <i(l) < ... < i(p) < n) 
have greatest common divisor 1, where {fi ,..., fn> is a free basis for F over R. 
“If” follows from Proposition 1.3. Conversely, suppose U is completely 
reducible; say U = qA .*. “v, with all vi in F. Let K be the quotient field 
of R. We may assume F = R”. U may be regarded as an element of APKn; 
to avoid ambiguity, we define 
UL=(UL)R={finR*IUAf=O}, (Ul), = (f in Kn j lJ,f = 0} 
By Proposition 1.1, v1 ,..., v, form a basis for ( U’-)K over K. Thus, every v  in 
UA may be written uniquely in the form 
v  = fJ aivi (ai E K) 
1 
We are done if we show every ai must lie in R. Suppose that, for some v  in Ul, 
some ai , say a, , is not in R. Then a, = b/c, where b and c are in R, and some 
irreducible p in R divides c but not b. Now v,v, ..- *vg is in ADF, but 
vAv2 .‘. *vz, = a1v1Av2A ... *vZ) = a,U 
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so all a,U(i, ,..., i,) lie in R, and p divides every U(i, ,..., i,), a contradiction. 
The following result shows the global dimension 2 in the rings involved in 
Theorem 1.1; Theorem 1.2 is best possible. 
THEOREM 2.4. If  R is a Noetherian ring with the Pliicker property 
(cf. Definition 3) then for every prime ideal P in R, PR, may be generated by 
< 2 elements in Rp . 
Proof. It is clear that if R has the Plucker property, so does every local- 
ization of R. Thus, we may assume R local with maximal ideal M, and must 
prove the dimension of M/M2 over R/M is < 2. Suppose not; then there 
exist m, , n2 , m3 in M whose images in M/M2 are linearly independent over 
R/M. Let F be R-free on fi , fi , f3 and let 
U = mlfiAf3 - m,fiAf3 + m,fiAfi 
U satisfies the Plucker conditions (as does every element of A2F) but is not 
completely reducible, for if 
then 
u = (aIf + a2f2 + aJA-(blf~ + b2f2 + bJ3) 
aImI + a2m2 + a3m3 = b,m, + b2m2 + b3m3 = 0 
so all a’s and b’s lie in M, and m, = a,b, - a,b, lies in M2, a contradiction. 
Remark. The same proof shows that the conditions given are necessary for 
F to be an OP ring as defined in [7J 
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